GRANITIZE CLEANING PRODUCTS

GRANITIZE METAL POLISH SYSTEM

GRANITIZE WASH AND
WAX CONCENTRATE

Simple but effective system of six polishes designed to polish painted
surfaces, aluminum 22916T6 & 2024T6 both clad and bare, and other
metals including steel and titanium. All polishes are color coded to
reduce cross contamination and aid in taking the guesswork out of any
polishing procedure. When used properly, The Granitize System will
produce a smooth, highly reflective mirror-like surface on brightwork
that can be treated with Xzilon molecular adhesion to maintain the finish.

Wet Wash is a multi-use product that can be
used on General, Corporate and Commercial
aircraft for new or in-service aerospace paint.
This liquid contains carnauba wax and will
remove moderate carbon build-up and light
stains. It has a low usage cost because it is
highly concentrated and can be watered down
to meet the specific needs. The pH formulation
and low alkalinity has excellent sheeting action,
and the high foaming action lifts and holds dirt
in suspension for thorough rinsing. Safe for use
on Xzilon 3 coated aircraft.
Gallon...................P/N 09-04349............$24.75
5 Gallon................P/N 09-04351..........$109.75
55 Gallon..............P/N 09-04352..........$983.00

FINISH

XMP-S METAL POLISH (SUPERFINE)

Final polish for a mirror like finish. Can also be used on
painted surface......................P/N 09-02181............$47.60

XMP-M METAL POLISH (MEDIUM)

GRANITIZE ZERO V.O.C
DEGREASER

For Light oxidation/scratches, Rain Spotting. Can also be
used on painted surfaces
P/N 09-02184........... $47.60

Zero V.O.C. Degreaser is an environmentally
friendly, aggressive, concentrated, non caustic
all purpose degreaser. It is bio-degradable and
effective even when diluted 20:1 which makes
it a low usage item. This is the ideal product
for cleaning engine cowlings, landing gear,
wheel wells and aircraft bellies. This green
liquid contains fortified surfactants that help to
loosen and remove dirt and grime. It is great as
a wipe on, but can be sprayed on and pressure
rinsed for a quick effective cleaning. Available
in gallon, 5 gallon and 55 gallon containers.
Gallon...................P/N 09-04337............$28.50
5 Gallon................P/N 09-04338..........$128.75
55 Gallon..............P/N 09-04339..........$965.00

XMP-F METAL POLISH (FINE)

Color: Yellow. Use on: Swirls, Very fine scratches, Can
also be used on painted surface.
PN 09-02183.............$47.60
CUTTING

XMP-C METAL POLISH (COARSE)

For Medium oxidation/scratches
P/N 09-02233............$52.60

GRANITIZE HI GLOSS TIRE DRESSING

Hi-Gloss Tire Dressing is perfect for that “Show” aircraft
look as it is a highly durable, concentrated, water-based
dressing that can be mixed to the desired gloss level.
This milky white product leaves a long lasting hi-gloss
finish because it contains the highest quality silicone
and no harsh solvents. The gloss can be reduced by
mixing water with the product. It will shine and protect
tires and any other vinyl, rubber or plastic surface.
Allow product to dry, or wipe off with a sponge, before
rolling wheels.
Gallon................................P/N 09-04353............$48.50
5 Gallon.............................P/N 09-04354..........$224.95

PLANE PERFECT ECOCLEAN WATERLESS AIRPLANE CLEANER

EcoClean is a waterless wash and wax system designed
for people that either can’t use water due to local rules or
otherwise prefer not to use water for washing their vehicle.
Water can seep into places not seen and have unintended
consequences! EcoClean emulsifies and suspends dirt and
grime producing a clean surface. It also includes natural
carnauba wax for a streak and scratch-free shine. Safe for
all panels, fabric/dope, wheels, glass and more, EcoClean is a great
waterless washing alternative with lasting protection.
16 ounces.....................................................P/N 09-05871............$13.95
Gallon...........................................................P/N 09-05872............$32.95

PERFECT LEATHER - NATURAL
LEATHER CONDITIONER

Perfect Leather is a lanolin based leather cleaner and
conditioner in one. pH balanced, including aloe and vitamin E
to strengthen leather and resist scuffing. Perfect Leather should
be applied on a regular basis to maintain like new strength and
suppleness on all leather, imitation leather and vinyl surfaces.
16 ounces....................................P/N 09-05873............$16.95
Gallon...........................................P/N 09-05874............$64.95

BUDDA BELLY OIL AND GREASE
CLEANER

Inspired by the exhaust-wheezing, oil-spitting radial engine of
one of the founders, Buddha Belly was developed to remove
the oil, dirt, grime, bugs and exhaust and other stains that
plague all aircraft, boat and car owners. Got some junk on
those rivet heads? Exhaust or turbine soot staining? Fuel
stains? Buddha to the rescue!
16 ounces....................................P/N 09-05869............$12.95
Gallon...........................................P/N 09-05870............$29.95
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice - Valid as of June 3, 2022.

GRANITIZE OXIDATION
REMOVER FOR PAINT

Oxidation remover is formulated as a medium range
aggressive cleaner. It is ideal for removing light to
medium scratches and oxidation from all painted
surfaces. Quickly and effectively removes imperfections
while buffing out oxidized paint when detailing which
helps to minimize work time. This white crème has
medium grade abrasives in it and requires very little
product to get the job done. Can be applied by hand or
machine. Available in gallons.
Gallon................................P/N 09-04333............$48.95

GRANITIZE SPRAY AND SHINE CLEANER /
COLOR BRIGHTENER

Spray & Shine is an exterior, light duty cleaner.
This pink liquid is a spray on, wipe off formula
to clean, enhance and maintain painted
surfaces and brightwork. It is recommended
for removing bugs, smudges, spotting and
light carbon buildup on exterior surfaces. This
product is highly recommended for post flight
wipe down of leading edge and engine inlet
debris. Leave on as a film during coastal or
tropical parking to preserve brightwork treated with Xzilon 3. It is also
used as a lubricant/cleaner when micro-polishing paint with Grana-Clay
Bars. Safe for use on Xzilon 3 coated aircraft. See XC11CL-Q on page
11 for interior use. Aviation Industry Certified.
Gallon...........................................................P/N 09-04334............$29.95
5 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-04335..........$136.80
55 Gallon......................................................P/N 09-04336.......$1,055.00

GRANITIZE HARD SURFACE
CLEANER CONCENTRATE

Hard Surface Cleaner is a powerful all purpose
cleaner. This blue solution is designed for post
flight wipedown or general dry wash cleaning of
complete airframe. It is concentrated blend of
alcohol and grease cutting agents that contains
no soap or ammonia and can be diluted for
lighter cleaning jobs. It is economical, easy to
use and leaves no residue or streaking. Safe for use on Xzilon 3 coated
aircraft. Aviation Industry Certified.
Gallon...........................................................P/N 09-04340............$29.95
5 Gallon........................................................P/N 09-04341..........$132.75
55 Gallon......................................................P/N 09-04342..........$998.00
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